2019 Reading Challenge

52 Books in 52 Weeks

- A book published in 2019
- An author you’ve never heard of before
- A book you’ve read before
- A book with a strong female lead
- A play
- A book set in Southern USA
- A memoir on someone you admire
- Set in the Victorian Era
- A character with a career you wish you had
- A plant on the cover
- Published the year you graduated school
- A graphic novel
- Featuring music
- An ugly cover
- A teen as the main character
- The re-telling of a well-known story
- Set during a holiday
- A book picked out for you by someone else
- Gothic fiction novel
- A book about time-travel
- A title that starts with the letter “J”
- Fantasy novel
- True crime novel
- A self-published book
- The name of a color in the title
- A one word title
- A book that makes you mad
- A book that discusses mental health
- A book published by HarperCollins
- An author who uses initials
- A book that everyone’s talking about
- A western
- A book about a cult
- Nominated for (but didn’t win) the 2018 Goodreads choice awards
- A sports related book
- A humorous novel
- Set in South America
- An allegorical book
- Military related: fiction or non-fiction
- A character that is an immigrant
- A book suggested by someone else in the challenge
- A family member’s favourite book
- A children’s book
- An author who uses a pseudonym
- A “beach read”
- The first book you see in a bookstore/library
- Set in a country you’ve visited
- Set in a post-apocalyptic world
- A speed read
- A fairy tale
- A book about organized crime / the mob
- An audiobook